
The New #3776 CENTURY Fuji Series
Fuji Unkei “Kasumi”

Exclusive Box for Kasumi

The special edition packaging features an image of “Kasumi”. The set also includes a 
converter, an ink cartridge and a special-colored ink called “Fuji-No-Akatsuki.”

“Fuji-No-Akatsuki” Ink for the Fuji Unkei series

The #3776 CENTURY Fuji Unkei series comes with a 20ml-bottle of specially blended 
Fuji-No-Akatsuki ink to commemorate its release. This ink is inspired by the purplish panoramic view 
of Mt. Fuji seen at dawn. Depending on the lighting, you can see a deep green reflection. It is similar 
to the way the surrounding trees gradually change color as the sun rises. Please enjoy it together 
with the main body color of the fountain pen.

The 14K gold nib, plated with rhodium, radiates 
subtle brilliance. Available in Extra Fine, Fine 
and Medium Broad sizes. A new color scheme is 
used for the grip section colored in a translucent 
green that matches the color of the cap. 

Nib and the grip section

Fuji Unkei "Kasumi" focuses on the rich natural 
greenery that can be glimpsed at
the foot of Mt. Fuji through the mist, and the cap 
and gripping section are finished
in a calming green color.

A modern two-tone color 
scheme

The barrel is carved to reproduce the Kasumi - Mon (Kasumi pattern)
that has been seen on picture scrolls and folding screen paintings since ancient times. 
By connecting small circular cuts, we expressed the appearance of waving mist. This 
continuous yet irregularly arranged pattern gives a complex contrast and shine, 
creating a unique fountain pen never seen before.

A new cutting expression inspired by Kasumi-Mon

The nut inside the dome honors Mt. Fuji and is 
the signature of the Fuji series. The serial number 
is engraved on the dome

Serial number

PNB-40000FU

#44 KASUMI

Product number

Color

Extra fine

4977114-116933

Fine

4977114-116940 4977114-116957

MediumNib

Size

JAN Code

Specifications

Material

139.5mm（ ful l  length）x 15.4mm (max.  diameter) ,  average weight 20.8g

Cap ring, grip ring, upper ring, rear ring: Rhodium plating on brass

Barrel, cap, grip, crown: Resin

Nib: Rhodium plating on 14K gold
Clip: Rhodium plating on steel

Quantity for sale Limited edition of 3,000 units worldwide

Release date July, 2024

Converter Converter -700A

Bottle ink Special color「Fuji-No-Akatsuki」

Box
Accessories

Exclusive box:  118m m（W) x 200m m（D） x 40m m（H） WEIGHT:  approx.  290g)

One blue black ink cartridgeCartridge ink

Refill
Cartridge ink SPSQ-400, SPN-100A, SPC-200, SPG-500

Printing / engraving Not available

*Pen placed horizontally containing a full ink
cartridge (1.2ml) at a room temperature
(cool and dark place).
*The cap should be tightly closed.

Changes of the amount of ink
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#3776 CENTURY
Our other Fountain Pen

The ink bottle cap features a
three-dimensional illustration
with the motif of Mt. Fuji with
clouds.

*Appearance may vary depending on paper and amount of ink.

In 2023, the “Fuji Unkei”series was born with the concept of expressing 
that image using various decorative methods, inspired by the beautiful 
scenery created by the collaboration of Mt. Fuji and the surrounding 
clouds. As the second product in the series, we will be releasing 
“Kasumi,” which takes on the challenge of new decoration.

The #3776 CENTURY series is equipped with the “Slip & 
Seal Mechanism” that prevents ink from drying out in the 
pen with a complete airtightness

Kasumi-Mon (Kasumi pattern)
Kasumi is a phenomenon in which fine water 
droplets spread in the air, making the sky and 
distant scenery blurry, and this pattern 
expresses the way they are waving. It is used 
to express a sense of distance or a change in 
scene.


